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Abstract
Mass flow rate measurement of pneumatically conveyed particles is desirable for the optimal control
of many industrial processes. The unpredicted variation of moisture content in particles affects the
accuracy of mass flow measurement of particles in enclosed pipelines using electrostatic electrodes. In
this study, the characteristics of measured electrostatic signals from particle flow under different flow
conditions are analysed to study the effect of moisture content on the mass flow rate measurement.
The measurement principle of ring-shaped electrostatic electrodes, the effects of moisture content on
electrification of solid particles, and the experimental setup used in the study are presented. Two types
of electrostatic electrodes with different axial widths and structure are adopted to measure the
electrostatic signals of nonporous glass beads and porous activated carbon powder on the vertical
pipeline of a 74 mm bore gas–solid two-phase flow test rig under various moisture content, mass flow
rate and conveying velocity conditions. The experimental results indicate that the amplitude and
frequency characteristics of the electrostatic signals change with the moisture content. The deviation
of mass flow measurement that caused by the variation of moisture content is analysed, and a
recalibration process is demonstrated to be effective for the improvement of measurement accuracy.
Keywords: Gas–solid two-phase flow, moisture content, mass flow rate, electrostatic electrodes,
pneumatic conveying, flow measurement
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Nomenclature
γxy

Cross covariance between x(t) and y(t).

ε

Relative permittivity of air.

ε0

Permittivity of the vacuum.

σx

Variances of electrostatic signal x(t).

σy

Variances of electrostatic signal y(t).

τ

Flow transit time.

b

Coefficient for the calibration of the mass flow rate measurement of particles.



D



Electric flux passing to the electrode inner surface.

E

Electric field around the electrode.

f

Frequency when the sphere impacts on a metal plate at regular intervals.

k0

Constant.

k1

Constant.

k2

Constant.

Kc

Coefficient for the calibration of the mass flow rate measurement of particles.

L

Spacing between the upstream and downstream electrostatic electrodes.

n

Number of impacts of an elastic sphere on a metal plate.

q0

Initial charge on the elastic sphere.

q

Electrostatic charge on an elastic sphere.

q

Maximum charge on an elastic sphere.

qs

Charge on the electrode surface.

Rxy

Cross correlation function between signals x(t) and y(t).

S

Contact area between the elastic sphere and the metal plate.

vc

Particle velocity.

z0

Gap between the elastic sphere and the metal plate.
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1. Introduction
Pneumatic transportation of particulate material in enclosed pipelines is commonly adopted in power
generation, chemical engineering, food processing, agricultural industries, etc. On-line mass flow
measurement of pneumatically conveyed particles plays a vital role for the optimal control of related
industrial production processes. However, the reliable measurement of mass flow rate under industrial
conditions has been a challenging problem as most of the existing measurement techniques are
vulnerable in industrial environment [1–3].
The electrostatic sensing technique offers a practical solution to such a measurement problem owing
to its advantages of robustness, non-intrusiveness, passive measurement, cost-effectiveness and less
maintenance over other techniques [4]. Law proposed an instrument, in 1975, for tracking airborne
agricultural particulates based on a simple mathematical relationship between the induction current on
detection electrodes and the electrostatic charges on moving particles [5]. Since then, enormous effort
has been devoted to the mathematic modelling and sensing characteristics of various types of
electrostatic electrodes [4,6–7], and their applications for the flow measurement of pneumatically
conveyed particles under restricted laboratory conditions [4,6,8–9] and on the industrial pneumatic
facilities [6,10]. In an industrial environment, particulate materials usually contain 1% to 30%
moisture content, depending upon material source, storage conditions and process requirements [11].
For example, in a coal-fired power plant pulverised coal can be very wet due to open-air storage
conditions. The high moisture content in particles results in weak electrostatic signals and hence
unreliable mass flow measurement. When it is high enough and the temperature of conveying air is
below a certain value, the electrostatic electrodes may not work as moisture vapor and coal dust can
cover the surface of the sensing electrodes and form a grounded electromagnetic shield. However,
little attention has been paid to the moisture content effect on the mass flow measurement using
electrostatic electrodes. Emery et al. found that the moisture content has a strong effect on the friction
property, flowability, dispersion ability and briquetting property of pneumatically conveyed particles
[12]. On the other hand, high moisture content in a pneumatic conveying system may result in electric
charge reduction on particles [13] and, thus, lead to errors in mass flow measurement. This
phenomenon was verified by Toshiyuki et al., who undertook a comprehensive study of the
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environment humidity effect on the tribo-charging of silicone resin coated ferrite powder. They found
that the absolute value of the saturation-specific tribo-charge decreases with relative humidity and
increases rapidly when the relative humidity below 30% [14]. Liang et al. conducted an experimental
research on a 0.1 m bore pipeline with a length of 45 m under the maximum pressure of 4.0 MPa [15].
Test results showed that the mass flow rate of lignite decreases with moisture content. Moreover, the
pulverised coal could not be conveyed properly when the moisture content exceeds 8.18% by weight
under dense-phase flow conditions [15].
This study investigates the effects of moisture content on the electrostatic sensing based mass flow
measurement of gas–solid two–phase flow. Two types of ring–shaped electrodes, which are exposed
and insulated to the particle flow, are adopted in this study to measure the electrostatic signals for the
derivation of the solids mass flow rate. Experimental tests were conducted on a 74 mm bore particle
flow test rig using two kinds of materials, namely glass beads and activated carbon powder, with
different chemical compositions and physical structures under various moisture content, mass flow
rate and particle velocity conditions. The effects of moisture content on the mass flow measurement
are analysed based on the characteristics of measured electrostatic signals.
2. Principle of mass flow measurement and effects of moisture content on electrostatic sensing
Electrostatic sensing based mass flow measurement is realised by measuring the velocity and
volumetric concentration of pneumatically conveyed particles. In the present study, the particle
velocity is measured using the cross-correlation velocimetry, which essentially measures the similarity
between two signals and, thus, enjoys a high degree of immunity from the properties of particles and
external conditions [6]. The measurement of particles volumetric concentration is based on the
induced charge level on an electrostatic electrode. However, the charge level is influenced greatly by
moisture content as it not only affects the relative permittivity of conveying air [16–17], but also the
electrification property of the particles [18] during the transportation. The following sections present
the principles of mass flow rate measurement and moisture content effect on the electrification of
pneumatically conveyed particles.
2.1. Principle of mass flow measurement
4

The movement of particles in a pneumatic pipeline generates a certain amount of electrostatic charge
on its surface due to particle-air frictions, particle-wall collisions and particle-particle interactions [19].
The amount of charge carried on particles can be detected by a metallic electrostatic electrode in
conjunction with an electronic circuit [10,20–21]. The mass flow rate of the particles is determined
from

qm , s  K c vc b Arms

(1)

where vc is the particle velocity (m/s), Arms is the root-mean-square value of measured electrostatic
signals (or rms charge level) and Kc is a constant which is flow conditions and particle velocity
dependent [2,22]. In earlier studies [10,22], Kc and b are determined through experimentations over a
wide range of mass flow rates and velocities of particles. As the particle velocity also affects the rms
charge level [23], the measurement of the particle velocity is vital for the mass flow measurement. The
mean particle velocity is determined using the following equation [6,10,21]:

vc 

L



(2)

where L is the axial distance of two identical parallel electrodes and τ is the transit time taken by the
particles moving from the upstream electrode to the downstream electrode [6]. The measured particle
velocity can fluctuate significantly and become unreliable if the spacing is too large as the correlation
coefficient can be very low in such cases, while a very short spacing may cause interference between
the sensing fields of the electrodes. Although the particle velocity is different from the conveying air
phase, the slip velocity between the two phases is stable and small when the flow conditions remain
steady [22]. The transit time τ is determined from the location of the dominant peak in the correlation
function [6,10]. The cross-correlation function between the two signals x(t) and y(t) is defined as
follows:
Rxy (t ) 

 xy (t )
 x y

(3)

where γxy is the cross covariance between x(t) and y(t), and σx and σy are the variances of the two
signals, respectively.
2.2. Effects of moisture content on electrostatic sensing
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Matsusaka et al. [18] studied the charge transfer during the impact of an elastic sphere on a metal plate.
The electrostatic charge carried on the sphere by repeated impacts is
q  q0 exp( 

n
n
)  q [1  exp(  )]
n0
n0

(4)

where
k 0 k1 0 S k 2 1
 )
z0
f

(5)

Vc
k0  (k2 z0 / k1 0 Sf )

(6)

n0  (

q 

n is the number of impacts, q0 is the initial charge on the sphere, ε0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, ε
is the relative permittivity of air, S is the contact area, z0 is the gap between the contact bodies, f is the
frequency when the sphere impacts at regular intervals, and k0, k1, and k2 are constants. Since the
electrostatic charge on the sphere by means of impact is related to the relative permittivity of air,
which depends on moisture content according to Equation (4), the increased moisture content has a
negative impact on electrostatic charging as the relatively humidity of the air phase increases with
moisture content in the solids phase due to water evaporation.
On the other hand, according to Gauss’s law, the induced charge on the outer surface of the electrode
is equal to the flux passing to its inner surface [16–17].

qs   Dds

(7)



D  0 E

(8)

s

where

ሬԦ is the electric flux and ܧሬԦ is the electric field. Equation (8)
qs is the charge on the electrode surface, ܦ
implies that the electric flux reduces with the moisture content when particles transpiring in the
conveying process, thus, resulting in weaker induced charge on the electrode.
3. Experimental set-up
3.1. Electrostatic electrode
Both exposed and insulated ring-shaped electrodes are used in this study to compare their performance
on mass flow measurement for different moisture contents. The cross-sectional views of the exposed
6

and insulated electrostatic electrodes are shown in Figure 1.

(a) Exposed electrode
(b) Insulated electrode
Figure 1. Cross-sectional views of electrostatic electrodes.
As can be seen from Figure 1, the difference between the exposed and the insulated electrostatic
electrodes is that the later one has an insulation polyoxymethylene (POM) layer between the inner
surface of the electrode and the particle flow. In consideration of the effect of axial width on the
sensing characteristics of an electrostatic electrode, two sets of electrostatic electrodes with axial
widths of 2 mm and 10 mm are housed in a stainless steel sensing head and insulated from each other
using POM. The electrodes are made from a piece of copper plate with 0.5 mm thickness.
Insulated layers
Flange
Sensing head
25 mm 20 mm
20 mm 25 mm

Exposed
electrodes

Insulated
electrodes

(a) Cross-sectional view
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(b) Photo of the sensing head
Figure 2. Structure of the electrostatic sensing head.
Figure 2 shows the longitudinal view of the sensing head. As can be seen from Figure 2(a), the inner
surface of the sensing head is made flush with the inner pipe wall. Two pairs of identical electrodes
with an axial width of 2 mm are used to determine the velocity of particles through cross-correlation
velocimetry as they have a wider sensing bandwidth and higher sensitivity to time-varying signals [4].
Meanwhile the two 10 mm width electrodes are applied to measure the rms charge level of particles
due to their larger sensing volume and better spatial filtering effect [2,6–7]. In this study the spacing
between the two adjacent narrow electrodes and that between the wide and narrow electrodes were set
at 20 mm and 25 mm, respectively, based on previous studies [6,10,21,22]. Figure 2 (b) shows a photo
of the electrostatic sensing head. A grounded metal layer is inserted between two adjacent electrodes
to avoid their mutual interference. Six channels of electrostatic signals from the exposed and insulated
electrodes are separately transmitted to two identical signal conditioning and processing circuits, as
illustrated in Figure 3, using independent screened cables with Threaded Neill–Concelman (TNC)
connectors on the sensing head. The electronic circuit essentially converts the weak electrostatic
current signals into voltage signals with proper magnitude and filters the unwanted high frequency and
power frequency noises. A NI USB-6363 data acquisition card with a sampling frequency of 25 kHz
and 12 bits resolution is used to collect the raw signals. The digital signals are then fed to a digital
signal processor (DSP) for the computation of flow parameters.
8

Figure 3. Signal conditioning and processing procedure.
3.2. Test rig
Experimental tests were conducted on a 74 mm bore gas–solid two-phase flow rig, as shown in Figure
4. This negative-pressure pneumatic conveyor system mainly comprises several detachable stainless
steel pipe sections, a vacuum system with a receiving hopper and a precision screw feeder. Both the
suction power of the vacuum system and the feeding rate of the screw are continuously adjustable to
keep the air velocity and the mass flow rate of particles at required values in the repeated tests. The
screw feeder provides a fixed and stable mass flow rate of particles with the aid of an embedded
electronic control system. Furthermore, an off-line calibration process was conducted using a
weighing device to ensure the performance of the feeder. A receiving hopper is connected to the
vacuum system to recycle solid particles. As can be seen from Figure 4, the electrostatic sensing head
was installed on the upper vertical section of the rig to avoid the flow turbulence caused by the elbow.
The velocity of conveying air is obtained using a differential pressure anemometer (KIMO MP210)
through repeated measurements on the diameter of the pipe cross-section. The anemometer has an
accuracy of ±0.5% within a measurement range from 5.1 m/s to 100 m/s.

9

Figure 4. Layout of the 74 mm bore gas–solid flow test rig.
4. Experimental results
4.1. Test program and material properties
Table 1. Properties of typical materials
Material

Chemical
composition

Appearance

Glass
beads

SiO2

Silicon
carbide

Density (g/cm3)
Bulk

True

Diameter range
(µm)

Physical
structure

milky white
powder

1.5–1.8

2.2–2.7

150–200

nonporous

SiC

black
powder

1.2–1.6

3.2–3.3

50–100

nonporous

Activated
carbon

C

dark black
powder

0.3–0.5

2.0–2.2

50–100

porous

Pulverised
coal

C

black
powder

0.4–0.5

1.2–1.8

60–90

porous

A series of experimental tests was conducted using two types of representative material, glass beads
and activated carbon powder. The ambient temperature and relative humidity in the laboratory during
the tests were 23.8˚C and 40%, respectively. Glass beads represent nonporous materials, which are
widely used in sand blasting, coating and mineral powder production. For example, silicon carbide, a
nonporous material, is used as wear-resistant coating in order to achieve the properties of high
temperature and wear resistance in a pneumatic conveying system. Activated carbon powder is similar
to pulverised coal, the most common fossil fuel used at thermal power plants, in terms of porous
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structure and chemical composition. A comparison of the key properties between the two kinds of
materials is shown in Table 1. As can be seen from Table 1, glass beads and activated carbon powder
have similar properties in comparison with silicon carbide and pulverised coal, respectively. Glass
beads are made up of silicon oxide with nonporous physical structure whereas activated carbon is a
form of carbon processed to have small, low-volume pores which creates higher ability of water
absorption compared to glass beads while their true densities are very close.
Table 2 lists the glass beads test conditions (TCs) under three different moisture contents and mass
flow rates when the particles velocity was measured at 12.5, 17.5, 20.0 and 21.5 m/s (namely v1, v2, v3
and v4), respectively. The moisture content is defined as the mass ratio of moisture to the particles per
unit volume in this study. Three different moisture content conditions, 2.1%, 5.6% and 7.8% were
created during the tests by adding a certain amount of water to the glass beads. The total length
between the feeding and measurement point was about 5.5 m. The moisture content in the particles
reduces in the sensor point due to pneumatic drying, however, the evaporated water is still in the flow
(mixed with conveying air). A “preheat” process for about two minutes was also performed to allow
the characteristics of the flow reach a relatively steady state. Meanwhile, three mass flow rates of
particles, i.e. 2.74 g/s, 4.12 g/s and 5.48 g/s, which are equivalent to the volumetric concentration of
about 0.002%, 0.003% and 0.004% at an air velocity of 12.5 m/s, were set to study the levels of
measurement errors under variable dilute glass beads flow conditions. It should be pointed out that the
pipeline diameter used in this study is smaller than most of those in industry. However, the volumetric
concentration of solids created on the test rig is comparable to that in industry such as coal fired power
stations [24].
Table 2. Test matrix of glass beads
Mass flow rate (g/s)

Moisture content (%)
2.1

5.6

7.8

2.74

TC1

TC2

TC3

4.12

TC4

TC5

TC6

5.48

TC7

TC8

TC9

Because of the difference in moisture absorption and physical structure, moisture contained activated
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carbon powder shows worse flowability as the moisture molecules are adhered to the surface and
absorbed inside the particles to form moisture bonds, thereby causing the particles to cohere [25]. On
the other hand, particles with a finer size range are less free flowing for there is a natural force of
attraction between particles that increases with decreasing size [25]. Therefore, the test matrixes for
both materials were not the same in the present study. The TCs of activated carbon tests are
summarised in Table 3. Different moisture content and mass flow rate conditions were adopted in the
experiments. The mass flow rate of 5.14 g/s is equivalent to a volumetric concentration of about 0.01%
when the air velocity is 12.5 m/s.
Table 3. Test matrix of activated carbon
Mass flow rate (g/s)
5.14

Moisture content (%)
3.5

6.7

TC10

TC11

4.2. Glass beads results
2

TC4, Exposed
TC4, Insulated

TC6, Exposed
TC6, Insulated

Amplitude (V)

1

0

-1

-2
0

40

80

120

160

200

Time (ms)

Figure 5. Electrostatic signals of glass beads under different moisture content conditions.
Figure 5 shows the raw electrostatic signals measured by both exposed and insulated electrodes with
10 mm axial width under TC4 and TC6, respectively, when the particle velocity was v2. As can be seen
from Figure 5, the fluctuation range of electrostatic signals becomes smaller with the increase of
moisture content. The maximum absolute value of electrostatic amplitude is over 1.43 V under TC4,
while the value is less than 1.15 V under TC6. The mean absolute rms values from the exposed and
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insulated electrodes under the two conditions are 0.45 V, 0.24 V and 0.20 V, 0.15 V, respectively.
Furthermore, the electrostatic signals from the exposed electrode fluctuate more significantly than
those from the insulated ones. That is partly because certain particles contact the inner surface of the
exposed electrodes randomly.
The moisture content affects not only the magnitude of the measured signals but also the frequency
characteristics of the signals. Therefore, the signal power spectral density (PSD) can indicate the
variation in moisture content in particles. Figure 6 shows the PSD of electrostatic signals under TC4,
TC5 and TC6. The dominant frequencies from the exposed electrode under TC4, TC5 and TC6 are
513 Hz, 464 Hz and 439 Hz, respectively, while 562 Hz, 537 Hz and 512 Hz are determined from the
signals of the insulated electrode. It is noticeable that the dominant frequency of electrostatic signals
trend to decrease with the moisture content and those of the insulated electrode are higher under the
same test condition. In other words, a smaller main frequency entails higher moisture content of
particles which can be used as a reference for recalibration in mass flow measurement.
4.0
TC4, Exposed
TC4, Insulated
TC5, Exposed

3.0

TC5, Insulated

PSD

TC6, Exposed
TC6, Insulated

2.0

1.0

0.0
0

500

1000

1500
2000
Frequency (HZ)

2500

3000

3500

Figure 6. PSD of the electrostatic signals for glass beads under different moisture content conditions.
Figure 7 shows the measured rms values using the 10 mm insulated electrode under TC1 to TC 9
when particle velocities are v1 and v3. It is evident that electrostatic charges reduce with the moisture
content. Furthermore, the reduction of rms value is greater under higher particle velocity condition.
For example, the rms value reduces 1.02% with every percentage increase in moisture content when
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moisture content increases from 2.1% to 7.8% (particle velocity is v3 and mass flow rate is 5.48 g/s),
while the reduction of rms value is only 0.64% when particle velocity is v1.

rms Charge Levels (V)

0.6

5.48 g/s, v3
4.12 g/s, v3
2.74 g/s, v3

5.48 g/s, v1
4.12 g/s, v1
2.74 g/s, v1

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

2

4
6
Moisture content (%)

8

10

Figure 7. rms charge levels of glass beads under three different moisture content conditions.
The evaluation of the effect of moisture content on mass flow rate measurement starts with relatively
simple conditions when the mass flow rate and velocity of glass beads are fixed and the moisture
content is the only variable. Figure 8 shows the measured rms charge levels and the mass flow rate of
glass beads (derived using Equation (1)) using 10 mm width insulated electrode under TC1, TC2 and
TC3 when particle velocity is v2. The CFTool embedded in MATLAB was used to determine Kc and b
based on the least-square method.
0.35
TC1

rms Charge Levels (V)

0.30

TC2

0.25

TC3

0.20
0.15
0.10
0

40

80

120
Time (s)

160

(a) rms charge levels.
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200

240

3.5

50
TC2

Mass Flow Rate (g/s)

TC3

30

Kc=1.88, b=-1.41

2.5

10

2.0

-10
Measured
Real
Relative Error

1.5

Relative Error (%)

TC1

3.0

-30

1.0

-50
0

40

80

120
Time (s)

160

200

240

(b) Measured mass flow rate under different moisture content conditions.
50

3.5
TC2

TC3

30

2.5

10

2.0

Kc=1.88, b=-1.41

-10

Kc=42.2, b=-2.37

Kc=20.6, b=-2.19

Recalibrated
Real
Relative Error

1.5
1.0
0

40

Relative Error (%)

Mass Flow Rate (g/s)

TC1

3.0

-30
-50
80

120
Time (s)

160

200

240

(c) Recalibrated mass flow rate under different moisture content conditions.
Figure 8. Measured and recalibrated results under TC1, TC2 and TC3.
The coefficients Kc and b that are determined using the test data under TC1 are applied to TC2 and
TC3. It can be seen from Figure 8 that moisture content influences the accuracy of the mass flow rate
measurement, and the relative errors become greater with the moisture content. The relative error
varies within the range of ±11% when the glass beads have a moisture content of 2.1%. However, the
error increases up to a maximum of ±39%, which is unacceptable in application, when the moisture
content increases to 7.8%. Therefore, experimental data under TC2 and TC3 are used independently to
determine Kc and b for each test condition, and the recalibrated results are shown in Figure 8 (c).
Although the relative errors under TC2 and TC3 are still slightly greater than those under TC1, the
relative errors of the measured mass flow rate under three moisture conditions are reduced to ±13%
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with standard deviations 0.11, 0.13 and 0.16, respectively.
Further experimental tests were conducted under TC1, TC3, TC7, TC9 and all four particle velocity
conditions. As shown in Figure 9 (a), the rms charge level is proportional to the velocity and mass
flow rate of particles. The measurement and recalibrated results under TC1 and TC3 are shown in
Figure 9 (b) and those under TC7 and TC9 are shown in Figure 9 (c). As shown in Figure 9 (b) and
Figure 9 (c), the measured values under TC3 and TC9 using the same coefficients Kc and b as TC1 and
TC7, respectively, have greater error because of the higher moisture content. To solve this problem,
coefficients Kc and b are recalibrated using the test data obtained under TC3 and TC9, respectively,
instead of those under TC1 and TC7. As a result, the recalibrated error is improved and remains under
±20% in all four velocity conditions. The standard deviations of recalibrated values in Figure 9 (b) and
Figure 9 (c) are 0.19 and 0.30, respectively. However, the error is greater than that shows in Figure 8,
in which the moisture content is the only factor. It is suggested that the combined effect of particle
velocity and moisture content is larger than that of the individual. Therefore, it is ideal to calibrate the
electrostatic system under different moisture conditions for more reliable mass flow rate measurement.
0.8
TC1
TC3
TC7
TC9

rms Charge Levels (V)

0.6

v4
v3
v2

0.4
v1

0.2

0.0
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(a) rms charge levels.
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Measured and recalibrated results under TC1 and TC3.
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(c) Measured and recalibrated results under TC7 and TC9.
Figure 9. Measured and recalibrated results under different moisture content and particle velocity
conditions.
4.3. Activated carbon results
The ambient temperature and relative humidity in the activated carbon powder tests were 23.8˚C and
40%, respectively. Figure 10 shows the raw electrostatic signals measured by both exposed and
insulated electrodes with 10 mm width under TC10 and TC11, respectively, when the particle velocity
was 12.5 m/s. As can be seen from Figure 10, the maximum absolute value of electrostatic amplitude
is over 0.80 V under TC10, while the value is less than 0.71 V under TC11. The rms charge levels of
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activated carbon powder also decrease as the moisture content increases. The mean absolute rms
values from exposed and insulated electrodes under TC10 are 0.21 V and 0.09 V, and 0.18 V and 0.08
V under TC11.
1.0

Amplitude (V)

0.5

0.0

-0.5

TC10, Exposed
TC11, Exposed
TC10, Insulated
TC11, Insulated

-1.0
0

40

80

Time (ms)

120

160

200

Figure 10. Electrostatic signals of activated carbon powder under different moisture content
conditions.
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2000
Frequency (HZ)
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Figure 11. PSD of the electrostatic signals for activated carbon powder under different moisture
content conditions.
Figure 11 shows the corresponding PSD of electrostatic signal under TC10 and TC11. The main
frequencies from the signals of exposed electrode are 635 Hz and 586 Hz under TC10 and TC11,
respectively, while those of the insulated electrode are 610 Hz and 586 Hz. Similar to the results
obtained in the glass beads tests (Figure 6), the main frequency of electrostatic signal decreases with
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the moisture content.
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Figure 12. Measured and recalibrated values of activated carbon under TC10 and TC11.
Figure 12 (a) shows the rms charge levels of the activated carbon powder under TC10 and TC11,
respectively, with the increase of particle velocity. As can be seen from Figure 12(a), the measured
rms charge levels become greater with the particle velocity. The coefficients Kc and b that are
determined using the test data under TC10 are applied to TC11, as shown in Figure 12(b). The relative
error varies within the range of ±19% when the active carbon powder has a moisture content of 3.5%
and increases up to a maximum of 100% when the moisture content increases to 6.7%. Therefore,
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moisture content has a more significant effect on the mass flow rate measurement of the porous
activated carbon powder than the glass beads. Experimental data under TC10 and TC11 are used
independently to determine Kc and b for each test condition, and the recalibrated results are shown in
Figure 12 (b). Although the relative error under TC11 is still slightly greater than those under TC10,
the relative errors of the measured mass flow rate under two moisture conditions are reduced to ±33%
with standard deviations 0.55 and 0.85, respectively.
5. Conclusions
The rms charge levels of both nonporous glass beads and porous activated carbon powder decrease
with the moisture content and, thus, result in unpredictable errors on mass flow measurement of
pneumatically conveyed particles. The reduction in the rms value is greater when the particles move at
a higher velocity. Furthermore, moisture content affects porous materials more on electrostatic sensing
based mass flow measurement as the measurement error increases as high as 100% with moisture
content, while the maximum measurement error in glass beads tests is under ±39%. The main
frequency of the electrostatic signals trends to decrease with moisture content. Apart from moisture
content, particle velocity plays a vital role on electrostatic sensing based mass flow measurement and
the combined effect of particle velocity and moisture content is larger than either of them alone. Under
different moisture conditions, a recalibration process of the coefficients Kc and b, which are used to
derive particle mass flow rate, was performed and a minimum 20% reduction of measurement error
has been achieved. Therefore, the electrostatic sensing based mass flow instrument is capable of
providing reliable mass flow rate measurement of pneumatically conveyed particles under variable
moisture content conditions when recalibration procedures are performed.
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